
The OptiFlex-K1. Enduring Profitability.



Guaranteed Durabilty
Now you can benefit from the German-engineered design of the 
OptiFlex-K1 with proven durability worldwide. And it’s backed by 
the industry leading 2-Year DJO Global Warranty, allowing you 
the enduring profitability you demand for your CPM business.

OptiFlex-K1. It’s a smart way to grow your business.
Test out the OptiFlex-K1 and experience the 
German-engineered design backed by an  
industry leading 2-year warranty.

Manage your CPM device  
investment more effectively 
Continuous reliability means lower 
investment over the life of the product,  
saving you time and money.

Reduce repair costs significantly
OptiFlex-K1 provides consistent high  
performance day after day, long after 
other CPM’s have been retired for spare 
parts. Durable construction means  
fewer repairs and more time in the field. 

Profitability Ensured
Reduce overhead and service costs while 
increasing CPM therapy profits.

OptiFlex-K1 offers 3 unique hand controllers 
capable of matching the K1’s performance 
settings precisely to the specific needs of 
the patient. This assures that the patient 
will receive the right therapy treatment, 
right when they need it.

Profitable Flexibility

Simplify CPM equipment 
inventory by selecting from 
one of three hand controllers 
for the same CPM unit

Classic Standard Comfort

Classic Standard Comfort
Key lock function   
Pauses   
Speed   
Timer  
Reverse on load  
Warm up protocol  
Default setting  
Transport setting  
Chip card selectable  
Special Functions

EROM repeat 
Stretch protocols 
Workout protocol 
Comfort protocol 
Therapy documentation 
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Test out the OptiFlex-K1 
and experience the  

German-engineered design backed by 
an industry leading 2-year warranty.
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